Cases detected

06-12-2018, Rome (RM) - Lazio
Source: La Repubblica | Area: Company
A journalist from Rai News 24 shares her testimony on Facebook about an act of racist violence
that took place in the Metro A stop in San Giovanni. A young Roma woman, accompanied by her 4year-old daughter, attempts to steal a passenger's wallet. The theft is thwarted but the woman is
brutally blocked by vigilantes, while her child falls and slams into the car. The alleged victim of the
attempted robbery approaches the woman and beats her violently, pulls her by the hair and then
pulls her to the point of slamming her against the wall at least four times. The girl cries and the
man throws her to the ground. The journalist intervenes before screaming at the man not to hit the
girl, then trying to stop him. The vigilantes then manage to remove the woman, and the attacker
leaves, but on board the train the journalist finds herself surrounded and receives heavy racist and
sexist insults from the other passengers.
5 12 2018 Cascina Pisa
Source: Globalist | Area: Company
Facebook blocks the profile of Susanna Ceccardi, League mayor, for a published post announcing
the eviction of a Roma camp and the arrival of bulldozers. Ceccardi, in addition to being mayor, is
also among the closest collaborators of the Minister of the Interior and the Tuscan commissioner of
the League. "It is incredible - comments Ceccardi - that I am in some way sanctioned, because I
restore legality in a degraded area of my municipality. I believe that the problem was represented
by the use of the word Roma (...). I concluded the post stating that after thirty years the bulldozers
will finally arrive ".
21-02-2019 Rome (RM) - Lazio
Source :Il Gazzettino.it| Area: Company
The Roma boy of 11 was stabbed behind the head with a knife by a 29 year-old Italian as he chased
the line on the subway platform in Rome, accusing him of stealing.
‘’Shock in the Metro A of Rome. A Roma child of 11 was stabbed behind the head with a cutter
while chasing him on the subway platform of line A of Rome, accusing him of stealing.
It happened yesterday at 3.40pm. The 29-year-old Italian shouted "I'll kill you all" after being
blocked by the metro vigilantes while chasing the boy on the platform.
The child, a resident of the Campo di Carne Roma camp, was transported to the hospital and had a
seven-day prognosis while the 29-year-old was reported for aggravated malicious injury and
abusive port of objects of offense.
"What happened yesterday on the metro at Termini is unacceptable. I thank the police for
intervening on the deplorable criminal act against a child ". Thus on Rome the mayor of Rome
Virginia Raggi.’’

02-04-2019 Rome (RM) - Lazio
Source :ANSA.it | Area: Company
Protests on the eastern outskirts of Rome due to the arrival of some Roma families, including (33
children, 22 women, three of whom are in an advanced state of pregnancy) in a reception centre
on Via dei Codirossoni in Torre Maura. A few dozen inhabitants took to the streets. During the
protest, three garbage bins were set on fire and the delivery of meals inside the facility was
blocked. Police on site. According to what has been learned, the families were transferred from
the Reception Centres in via Toraldo to Torre Angela.
The protest of the residents of the area, went on for more than 24 hours, supported by some
extremist right-wing groups, against the transfer of 77 Roma in the structure. The group then
turned on smoke signalling the slogan "Italy, fascism, revolution". According to some newspapers,
a paper bomb also exploded.
The protesters began to sing choirs with phrases like: "Monkey... you have to go, come out you kill
me", while another added shouting: "We must burn them alive". Previously the bus had arrived
among the applause of residents. "We won - some said - here in Torre Maura the nomads no
longer have to set foot".
The news that the prosecutor has opened a dossier to investigate the uprising also disputing the
aggravating circumstance of racial hatred.
A case that also fully affects the management by the Capitol, the mayor Virginia Raggi, that will
take disciplinary measures against the administrative offices that have managed the transfers of
the nomads, a management which she considers "unqualified".
Michela Micheli, the director of the Roma, Sinti and Caminanti Special Office, the body, born in
July 2017. "She decided everything by herself, without telling anyone, neither we nor the
Municipality concerned - they said yesterday in the entourage of the first small town.”
This is why Micheli will be removed. Raggi asked the offices for an in-depth report on the incident.
On the second day of protest, the inhabitants of the area, including several families, continued to
shout: "From here we do not leave until they move". And again: "We had to blow this centres up
first. It is better to be delinquents with these", others shouted. To pay the price of the anger of the
protesters was, for a few minutes, a Roma woman holding her little son, who was surrounded by
some residents of Torre Maura: "Go away thief, you brought your son to protect you", they
screamed at her. Then in the evening the minibus arrived to take away the first nomads: “We won.
Here in Torre Maura the nomads no longer have to set foot, "the megaphones were told. Within a
week, as required by the Capitol, all 77 Roma who had just reached the center will be placed in
groups in other facilities. the special Roma Sinti and Caminanti Office has decided to relocate the
people present in the structure to other reception centers for fragile people throughout the
territory.

02-04-2019 Rome (RM) - Lazio
Source :ANSA.it | Area: Company
PROTESTS IN TORRE MAURA FOR THE ARRIVAL OF 77 ROMS FROM THE RECEPTION CENTER OF VIA
TORALDO
(ANSA) Roma 2 April 2019- Protests on the eastern outskirts of Rome due to the arrival of some
Roma families, including (33 children, 22 women, three of whom are in an advanced state of
pregnancy) in a reception center on Via dei Codirossoni in Torre Maura. A few dozen inhabitants
took to the streets. During the protest, three garbage bins were set on fire and the delivery of
meals inside the facility was blocked. Police on site. According to what has been learned, the
families were transferred from the Reception Center in via Toraldo to Torre Angela.
the protest of the residents of the area, went on for more than 24 hours, supported by some
extreme right groups, against the transfer of 77 Roma in the structure. The group then turned on
smoke signalling the slogan "Italy, fascism, revolution". According to some newspapers, a paper
bomb also exploded.
The protesters began to sing choirs with phrases like: "Monkey of m ... you have to go, come out
you kill me", while another added shouting: "We must burn them alive" Previously the bus had
arrived among the applause of residents. "We won - some said - Here in Torre Maura the nomads
no longer have to set foot".
The news that the prosecutor has opened a dossier to investigate the uprising also disputing the
aggravating circumstance of racial hatred. A case that also fully affects the management by the
Capitol; the mayor Virginia Raggi. will take disciplinary measures against the administrative offices
that have managed the transfers of the nomads, a management which she considers
"unqualified". Michela Micheli, the director of the Roma, Sinti and Caminanti Special Office, the
body, born in July 2017. "She decided everything by herself, without telling anyone, neither we
nor the Municipality concerned - they said yesterday in the entourage of the first small town. This
is why Micheli, born in 1970, will be removed. Raggi asked the offices for an in-depth report on the
incident. On the second day of protest, the inhabitants of the area, including several families,
continued to shout: "From here we do not leave until they move". And again: "We had to blow this
centre up first. It is better to be delinquents with these ", others shouted. To pay the price of the
anger of the protesters was, for a few minutes, a Roma woman holding her little son, who was
surrounded by some residents of Torre Maura: "Go away thief, you brought your son to protect
you" , they screamed at her. Then in the evening the minibus arrived to take away the first
nomads: “We won. Here in Torre Maura the nomads no longer have to set foot, "the megaphones
were told. Within a week, as required by the Capitol, all 77 Roma who had just reached the centre
will be placed in groups in other facilities. the special Roma Sinti and Caminanti Office has decided
to relocate the people present in the structure to other reception centres for fragile people
throughout the territory.
The association has filed the appointment with the prosecutor's office of the Republic of Rome, we
are awaiting notification of the notice of the conclusion of the investigation.

08-04-2019 Rome (RM) - Lazio
A Rai News 24 journalist shares her testimony on Facebook about an act of racist violence that
took place at the Casal Bruciato Roman Quarter stop saying NO to the Roma: NEW PROTEST IN
ROME AGAINST A HOUSE IN ROME
"We don't want gypsies here, that house must go to an Italian."
Thus the inhabitants of Casal Bruciato, Rome, took to the streets to protest against the assignment
of a house to a nomadic family of 5 who had the requisites and was on the list.
09-04-2019 Rome (RM) - Lazio
Here are the words of the Pope:
"I ask forgiveness - in the name of the Church from the Lord and from you - for when, throughout
history, we have discriminated against you, mistreated you or looked at you wrongly, with the
eyes of Cain instead of Abel's, and we have not been able to recognize, appreciate and defend
yourself in your peculiarity. "(...) When someone is left behind - he explained -, the human family
does not walk".
In a crossfire of hatred and intolerance, where years of fighting discrimination have been erased
by policies that rekindle prejudices, discrimination and racism, finally a gesture of rapprochement
to show that guilt can be admitted to rebuild the dialogue. Don't build walls to separate, but hold
out your hand to reconcile.
7th may 2019 Rome, Casal Bruciato "anti-Roma" Uprising in Casal Bruciato for the assignment of a
public house to a Roma family
Rome, a suburb of Casal Bruciato, in via Satta, protests against the assignment of a public house to
a nucleus of 14 nomads. In the afternoon there were also some scuffles. Dozens of residents of Via
Sebastiano Satta have taken to the streets since yesterday, along with militants from Casapound,
to protest against the entry of nomads into the house. Insults and threats from members of Casa
Pound and residents of the area. Without censorship or a brake on the part of the police, extreme
right-wing militants have dictated the line of public housing assignments in the municipal area,
organizing unauthorized demonstrations, occupying public land with threats and forceful actions:
the presence of the Forces of order only marked the limits between accusers and victims.
"We don't want gypsies here, that house must go to an Italian."
The family has been hit by the wrath of some inhabitants of the neighbourhood and by the
protests of CasaPound with threats and insults. This one of the offenses shouted to the mother of
the family as she entered the building on Via Satta. A group of inhabitants of the neighbourhood,
in addition to members of the extreme right, gathered in front of the home assigned to the family
for over 20 years residing in Italy to "make their life impossible". Rosalba Castiglione, Rome Capital
Capital Councillor: "Imbeciles who exploit. The children have had panic attacks and fever due to
shock. I am ashamed to explain to these families that their rights will be protected in some way".
Screams and insults against the mayor of Rome, who arrived in Casal Bruciato to visit the nomad
family of a popular apartment "Stupid", "you're not our mayor" and "ashamed". With these shouts

and insults, the mayor of Rome, who arrived in Casal Bruciato to visit the nomad family of a
popular apartment, was challenged by a group of people present under the council house that
sparked the new anti-nomad protest. "Disgusting", a woman screamed at the address of the first
town. May 10, the Roma family goes out to meet the Pope and from the balconies sprout the
tricolour Pope said he knew their story, having read it in the newspapers. He encouraged them to
"resist" and ask the Church for any need. The family told their story, explaining that they are
Muslim. Francesco then joked with a girl from the family. The deputy prime minister Luigi Di
Maggio also spoke about the events of Casal Bruciato in the evening. "We need to review the rules
that make people angry ", explained Paolo Del Debbio at the broadcast 'Straight and Reversed."
We should not take sides but use common sense - he added - We need to review laws at national
level: if there is an Italian waiting for a home for 20 years and then there are foreign citizens who
in 5 years that are here, leapfrog what has been waiting for 20 years, it is clear that a mess like
what is happening "happens in Rome. Solidarity with the Mayor for visiting the Roma Bruciato
family: Rome remains an open city Casal Bruciato, the presidents of the municipalities solidarity
with Raggi: "Right to protect the rights of all inhabitants" Solidarity of the mini mayor for the
attacks following the visit of the Roma family of Casal Bruciato. The Grillini presidents recall that
"Rome will continue to be an open city". The Nonna Roma association, after hearing of the
CasaPound presidency, launched a mobilization aimed at the entire citizenry in order not to leave
the threatened Roma family alone. Already yesterday, some activists went to Via Satta to check
and report the situation. "We found terrified children, crouching in a bed, away from the windows
- they wrote in a post on Facebook - Children crying, sitting on a bedclothes, a completely empty
apartment. At the entrance of the building some people control who comes out and whoever
comes in. There is not a policeman, a member of the police force, the emptiness, a family
imprisoned and terrified inside a house of the municipality without social workers, traffic wardens,
surrounded by troublemakers that prevent them from going out. , as well as the indifference of
other condominiums ". It is very bad to witness the umpteenth case of hatred and racism against
the Roma, because the paradox is that those who are in distress think that the cause is of those
who are worse off. threats and aggression are not allowed. It comforts us, though, that many
neighbourhood citizens and volunteer associations have brought moral and material support to
the Roma family, protecting their children and bringing furnishings. The work of promoting and
spreading the culture of tolerance on the part of our Romni association is bearing fruit.
The association has filed the appointment with the prosecutor's office of the Republic of Rome, we
are awaiting notification of the notice of the conclusion of the investigation.
07-05-2019 Rome (RM) – Lazio
Source: Il Post | Area: Company
In the Eastern outskirt of Rome, CasalBruciato, in via Satta, there have been protests and clashes
against the distribution of public houses to 14 Roma people. The protest was triggered by some
militants of Casapound, an extremist right-wing political group, who were shouting and yelling
insults to Roma people: “We don’t want gypsies here, those houses must be given to Italian
people!”. They organized unauthorized demonstrations, occupying public sectors with threats and
forceful actions. One of them even threatened one woman entering the house, saying to her: “I’m
going to rape you”. In general, during those days the inhabitants of the neighbourhood were
trying to force Roma people to leave and making them scared of going out of the house. The

association “Nonna Roma” launches a mobilisation against Casapound, in order to protect the
family.
It was a very tough discrimination case against Roma people, even though many Italian people
showed solidarity with the family, giving her help and objects for the new house.
12-06-2019 Rome (RM) – Lazio
Source: Open.online | Area: Company
Giorgia Povolo, council member for Social policies in Ivrea, insulted Roma people on the Facebook
account: “Sh***y gypsies, you are like parasites who lives on other’s living!”. For this reason, she
was investigated for defamation. She didn’t have a public role at the time of that declaration, but
still many political members requested the investigation for her hate speech and defamation.
19-06-2019 Rome (RM) – Lazio
Source: Il fatto quotidiano | Area: Company
The Minister of the Interior Matteo Salvini triggers hate speech against a Roma-Bosniac woman,
who was first invicted for stealing and then set free because of her pregnancy. Even though it was
a brutal act stealing an old woman, Matteo Salvini triggers hate and spreads it through social
networks, making connections between Roma and stealing, fostering prejudices.
11-07-2019 Italy
Source: Open.online | Area: Company
The association UPRE ROMA sues journalist Filippo Facci for instigating racial hatred
In the 11 July 2019 was filed by the lawyer Gilberto Pagani on behalf of the association UPRE
ROMA lawsuit against the journalist Filippo Facci for instigating racial hatred and defamation with
the aggravating circumstance of instigating racial hatred and use of the advertising medium.
In the 15 April issue of "Quarta Repubblica", Rete4's talk show, a network that likes to deal with
Roma in a way that is certainly not benevolent, on the agenda was the theme: "Can Roma be
integrated? ". The most qualifying intervention was that of the journalist Filippo Facci, who,
among other things, stated that "there is no ideological position that prevents everyone from
thinking and knowing that the Roma steals, delinquent, does not send children to school , is part
of small mafias, there is no Roma culture "..." this story of the persecuted peoples is really false,
the Roma have not been persecuted "..." the children will integrate themselves in jail, in jail so
that they will be integrated "," The Jews have a culture. The Roma culture does not exist ”, etc.
Not only were the statements of this journalist offensive, serious and inspired by a profound racial
hatred, which amply justify the legal action taken, but we consider no less offensive the modalities
of transmissions like this, aimed at fomenting a negative view of a minority object of a long
persecution and victim of a constant prejudice and usually conducted without a confrontation
worthy of the name and without the participation of those who can represent the Roma
community.

12-07-2019 Italy
Source: ILgiornale| Area: Company
Brescia’s Roms raid: police investigation closed
Today the investigation on the sixty-one years old man from Brescia, accused of setting on fire two
Roms’ campers in a Roma camp between Bedizzole e Lonato and of shooting a men who lived
there on the last 2nd January, was closed. The farmer set on fire the the two campers, where a
three people sinti family slept, and then shot the father, hurting him. The farmer decided to attack
them because I thought, with no evidences, that they were the ones who steal from his farm.
The swing in the police investigation is due to the discovery of the bullet and to the neighbors,
which referred the police that the man insulted lot of times the Rom accusing them of stealing.
Now the man is in Brescia’s prison, arrested for murder charge and racial hate, but the Rom
decided to leave the camp.

13-07-2019 Italy
Source: ILgiornale| Area: Company
Fossò, ethnic group census in the elementary school form
Veneto, Fossò. In the school form is required the specification of the ethnic group of the student.
The parents ask for help to an association and the lawyers asked for the recall of the form, defined
unconstitutional. The school defend its form declaring it has the aim of create a policy of school
integration. The headmaster Carlo Marzolo said that if the form is not totally legal, the school will
correct it as soon as possible, because the aim of it was not to discriminate anyone, although a lot
of families read this form in this sense. This form is spread to the families for 10 years and the
information has institutional aims.
The director of the USR Veneto, Augusta Celada, commented the episode telling that this form is
not compliant with the privacy policy and of course it doesn’t respect the educative needs of
students, who needs pedagogical tools. She hopes that the headmaster will understand that this
was not a great idea ( she also hope was only the headmaster idea and that it doesn’t come from
some other with politician implications). If the headmaster will ask for a valuation, the USR would
be glad to help him.
(https://www.open.online/2019/07/13/sei-sinti-o-rom-il-censimento-etnico-di-una-scuolaelementare-veneta/
http://glbnews.com/url.html?p=https://www.tgcom24.mediaset.it/cronaca/veneto/veneziamodulo-d-iscrizione-a-scuola-richiede-etnia-per-i-nomadi-scoppia-la-polemica_3219912201902a.shtml)

16-07-2019 Italy
Source: Fanpage| Area: Company
“Census”of the Roma population in Italy
Interior Minister Salvini seems to be obsessed with the ethnical minorities living in Italy. On July
the 16th the signed a circular which has as aim to sense the settlement on ethnical base to destroy
them. The circular involved only Rom, Sinti and Camminanti, creating a sort of hierarchy between
citizens. Moreover the ANPI of Florence underlined that this circular seems only to confirm that
the the Minister is not going to face the real problems of Italy. A circular like this, continue the
ANPI, is only going to make the conditions of this ethnical minorities worse than they are now.
What this Country need is a policy of inclusion, which create the conditions for the respect of the
culture and traditions of Rom, Sinti and Camminanti communities, like the art. 3 of the Italian
Constitution says. Also ‘’21 luglio’’ commented this circular as discriminatory and express its
preoccupation for the aim and subject t of this circular. They declared that this circular signed by
Matteo Salvini is so similar to the Nomads Emergency of 2008 made by Silvio Berlusconi’s
government.
(here you can find part of the circular in Italian https://www.fanpage.it/politica/cosa-dice-lacircolare-di-matteo-salvini-sulla-schedatura-e-sullo-sgombero-dei-campi-rom/).
The announce of the circular was made by the Minister himself on Facebook: “This morning I
wrote to all the prefects to know all people living in the illegal or “legal” Roma Camps of Rom, Sinti
and Caminanti, to proceede to close them, to clear them and move away the people to restore
legality” (L’annuncio del leader leghista è arrivato via Facebook: «Questa mattina ho scritto a tutti
i prefetti per avere un quadro delle presenze nei campi abusivi o teoricamente “regolari” di rom,
sinti e camminanti, per procedere, come da programma, a chiusure, sgomberi, allontanamento e
ripristino della legalità».
https://www.instagram.com/p/BzDo1mIeds/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link=)
On 17 June League leader and Interior Minister Matteo Salvini announced his intention to hold a
special sort of “census" of the Roma population in Italy.
He told TeleLombardia: “I’m having the Ministry prepare a dossier on the Roma question in Italy,
because after Maroni, nothing has been done and it’s chaos".
Salvini spoke of "a survey of the Roma people in Italy to see who, how, how many", that is,
"redoing the census. We’ll have a register".
He also added that the Roma people who do not have the right to be in Italy will be “expelled”
and deported via an agreement between states.
He concluded saying “unfortunately, we have to keep the Italian Rom at home.”
During a conference held in Naples on child abuse, President of the Chamber Roberto Fico also
brought up the topic of immigration. He said: “If Orban doesn’t want to fulfil quotas he should be
fined.”
This contradicts Salvini’s position, who supports the anti-immigration and nationalist Prime
Minister of Hungary, Viktor Orban, and is more in favour of decreasing entry rather than relocating
migrants.

At the conference, Fico also deemed it necessary to “re-discuss the Dublin treaty” with France and
Germany, side-lining Orban’s extreme position.
The revision of the Dublin Treaty and the agreement on quotas has now become one of the EU
states' top priorities.
25-07-2019 Italy
Source: Courthousnews| Area: Company
People attack a Rom family in Albuccione
Last days a group of 100 people attack a Rom family which live in a house of the street where few
hours before were stolen some valuable objects from a car.
The car’s owner, seeing his car damaged, accused the ROMs of stealing from his car and attacked
the family who live in Aldo Moro square. Firstly the car’s owner pretend that the family gave him
back €200 for damaging his car and for the items they stole. But the family, which had no idea of
what happened, didn’t pay the man. So the car’s owner and is brother, after threaten the family,
attacked the 21 years-older man who live there and his sister. The police blocked them in time,
but the two ROMs were wounded with quite serious injuries. The car’s owner (30 years-old) and is
brother (38) were arrested for attack the young Rom and for racial hate.
Then a group of Albuccione residents gathered and marched to the adjacent Roma village,
allegedly carrying baseball bats and bottles. They assaulted a home near the entrance to the
village by throwing stones and bottles, according to witnesses and news reports. Two windows on
the home, two gates and two car windows were broken, witnesses said.
The Roma called the police, who showed up and kept the two sides from hurting each other. Some
Albuccione residents remained for hours at the entrance to the settlement and hurled insults at
the Roma until 2 a.m., according to witnesses. They allegedly shouted such things as “Kill them
all!” “Burn them alive!” “Send them all away!”
But during this aggression in the house of this Rom family, a group of 100 people decide to take
justice into its own hands and organized a sort of raid in the Roma camp of Albuccione.
with a group of 100 people physically and verbally. Then the group tried to attack other Rom
resident in the city, but luckily the police arrived and stopped it. Case of racist actions like this
increased from the installation of Minister Salvini, who, with his anti-immigration policy, give a
sign of approval to the action of these neo/fascists groups.
(https://roma.corriere.it/notizie/cronaca/19_luglio_18/guidonia-rivolta-contro-campo-rom-2arrestati-150-identificati-28e70914-a943-11e9-abac-9e8ff837917d.shtml)
(https://roma.repubblica.it/cronaca/2019/07/18/news/guidonia_tre_arresti_per_rivolta_contro_r
om_si_valuta_aggravante_razziale-231477857/)
(https://www.courthousenews.com/roma-suffer-violent-racist-attacks-initaly/?fbclid=IwAR0hmyYdnDOGdCOSVwy6fmNz1f_Q9MzxRZzIKWBNooHcyfwZ2ou_jiuZCBw)

20-09-2019 Italy
Source: RomaToday| Area: Company
Rome, Tor Bella Monaca. A Roma family was assigned an apartment in public housing, but when
they tried to move in their new house, their new neighbours treated and physically attack them
and the Roma family had to take refuge in the apartment they legally obtained. They were
frightened by the treatments they received and the Atar officer, who was with them, had to call
the police. When the police arrived all the protester, the ones who treated the Roma family,
disappeared. The police took witness statements and then offer the family to bring them home,
but the family refused. In fact, because of fear, the family let the Atar officer know they prefer to
refuse this apartment.
The Atar president, Andrea Napoletano, said that it’s not acceptable, it’s a racism act that had to
be punished. Now the Atar is working to find a new house for the family.
(sources:https://torri.romatoday.it/ponte-di-nona/rom-cacciati-tor-bella-monacavideo.html?fbclid=IwAR3Z5ef4OgngaAxQuknDYnXNIiNSCRVlLH3BLK9sjL--PkoXqlKBp-4dT0Y
https://www.leggo.it/italia/roma/roma_case_popolari_nomadi_ultime_notizie_oggi_20_settembr
e-4745116.html?fbclid=IwAR3sZfjqOF8fI8eNjo7_75akQmTm45UHsZmtGDGSnHQC091HwqRnrsNDMc)
10-10-2019 Italy
Source: Gazzeta del Sud | Area: Company
Capizzaglia, Lamezia. Is still going on the protest in the “ex Barbuto” school. Here children are
divided into ethnical school classrooms and a group of mothers, lead by Pamela Bevilacqua, Roma
activist for the “La Strada association” for human rights, started to protest against it.
Last 10th October, the school made another discrimination the Roma Mothers could not accept:
the Italian children were moved in to a new building, built near the old one, and the Roma ones
stayed in this one.
Pamela Bevilacqua told it is a discrimination against Roma people, especially because the school
do not let children integrate.
The school, thorough the headmasters Margherita Primavera, justify this choice telling not all the
classrooms were ready to be used and that soon all the children will be moved to the new
building.
Pamela Bevilacqua has no intention to stop the protest.
(source: https://catanzaro.gazzettadelsud.it/articoli/cronaca/2019/10/10/bimbi-rom-discriminatia-lamezia-la-protesta-delle-mamme-vogliamo-pari-diritti-4b66be4b-ec9f-4acb-a35d22523f663a9a/?fbclid=IwAR18UDI9emRz2LDcgGvW2VQXQogbmWZc-oIqppvvYFg8iZ8vzokUhrRGeY#.XZ8mhyH_L1g.whatsapp )

